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Chapter 1

Business Writing in  
the Digital age—anD You

 ¾ Why is good writing important in today’s business world?
 ¾ Why is it important to you?
 ¾ How has the digital age redefined business writing?
 ¾ How will this book help you?

Congratulations on choosing to read this book. Absorb the ideas presented here, 
practice with the activities, and you’ll develop one of the most important tools 

for succeeding in today’s business world. This is true whether you plan on a corpo-
rate, nonprofit, government, entrepreneurial or consulting career. It’s even true if 
you’re a creative individual who wants to earn a living with your work.

WHY GOOD WRITING IS IMPORTANT  
IN TODAY’S BUSINESS WORLD

Once upon a time few people needed to write. They did business in person, or 
worked in places where professional specialists were responsible for most com-
munication. Managers typically depended on support staff to correct and improve 
their documents.

Come the digital revolution, and all this changed. Soon after computers 
replaced typewriters, people found themselves writing everyday messages on their 
own. And as communication channels grew from e-mail to websites and most 
recently, blogs and social media, more and more people were called on to write. 
Plus, there seems to be an ever-increasing mountain of material that needs writing. 
Today’s media offer organizations and individuals infinite ways to be heard and 
known––but all require writing.
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It’s taken the business world a while to catch up to this reality. But the realiza-
tion is dawning.

Good business writing saves time and money. It prevents mistakes and 
helps solve problems. It bridges time zones and culture gaps, connecting 
people. It empowers individuals and helps organizations succeed.

Unfortunately, the general quality of writing in the business, government and 
not-for-profit worlds is dismal. The evidence for this is not just anecdotal. Recent 
research studies demonstrate that bad writing is a significant challenge to American 
industry. Writing that comes from government agencies, for its part, is considered 
so bad that a federal law was passed in 2010: The Plain Language Act, which man-
dates that all documents aimed at the public be clearly written.

In business circles, far more attention has been given to face-to-face commu-
nication than writing. In-person skills are of course critical. But there’s no way 
around the fact that writing is the key communication tool of the 21st century. 
Everything we do from planning to marketing to interacting with other people 
depends at critical stages on what we write. From everyday e-mails and social 
media posts to websites, proposals and business plans, the written word makes or 
breaks us.

Why do so many people seem oblivious to the new importance of writing? It can 
be hard to view the big picture when we’re living in it. The last 10 years have seen 
major shifts in how we work and behave. Technology empowers us to communicate 
quickly and globally. By enabling us to reach people anywhere, bring them to us and 
directly interact, it’s reversing centuries of one-way, top-down communication.

We haven’t even begun to realize how this shift affects us. To begin with, we 
now live in an opt-in world. Possibly excepting political despots or rulers of 

multibillion-dollar empires, no one any lon-
ger owns a captive audience. People are not 
obliged to read what you write—they must 
choose to. Readers’ attention must be earned.

Further, the digital revolution affects 
how we relate to one another in basic ways. 
It enables a growing number of people to 
work at home or in remote locations and 
rely on virtual teaming. Through online 
media, we can collaborate with people we 
may never see across national boundaries—

and across the corridor. You can even work in an office where people come to 
work each day and text each other instead of talking.

I tell subordinates, don’t give me your 
mediocre material to try out. We need 
you to produce your best work before you 
give it to us so we know we can trust you. 
Otherwise we can’t let you deal with the 
client directly.

—Arik Ben-Zvi, managing director,  
The Glover Park Group
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WHY WRITING IS SO IMPORTANT TO YOU

This is where the value of writing to you comes in. Writing well gives you unprec-
edented opportunity to succeed, whatever your career path.

For starters, it’s the price of admission. Good opportunities today are intensely 
competitive. You’ll rarely set a foot in the door without first presenting yourself in 
written form. This is true for management positions in business, industry, non-
profit and government arenas, and also if you aim to be an entrepreneur or consul-
tant or adviser.

Moreover, a growing number of employers realize that writing skills are 
critical to their own success and consider them when hiring and promoting. 

Across the generations we’re using the telephone less, too, and moving steadily 
toward written, voice-free exchanges.

The bottom line: The new range of communication options doesn’t just supple-
ment the traditional varieties or speed up delivery. It is transforming how we 
relate. We talk less, telephone less, meet less. The channels we rely on all demand 
one thing—writing. But just as this huge need to write well becomes understood, 
the skill proves hard to come by.

SIDELIGHT: BAD WRITERS LOSE OPPORTUNITIES

The most significant report on the importance of writing in business is Writing: A Ticket 
to Work . . . or a Ticket Out, issued in 2004 by the National Commission on Writing for 
America’s Families, Schools and Colleges. A year earlier, the same group issued The 
Neglected “R”: The Need for a Writing Revolution, a benchmark study. Both reports were 
hard on the schools for failing to teach adequate writing skills. A few findings:

 • People who cannot write and communicate clearly will not be hired and are 
unlikely to be employed long enough to be considered for promotion.

 • Half of all companies take writing ability into account when making promotion 
decisions.

 • Eighty percent or more of companies in the finance and service, insurance and 
real estate (FIRE) sectors—the corporations with the greatest employment 
growth potential—assess writing during hiring.

About one third of respondents said that one third or fewer of their current and new 
employees possess writing skills that companies value. As far back as 2004, companies 
were spending more than $3 billion annually on writing remediation.
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Many have noticed that badly written proposals don’t win the project. Ill-prepared 
reports don’t persuade. Dull PowerPoint presentations, websites full of stale 
copy and off-target social media campaigns fail to motivate—or contribute to 
the bottom line.

Employers are finding that fuzzy communication undercuts the most expensive 
efforts to keep customers, stockholders and donors happy. It also makes it impos-
sible for an organization to demonstrate transparency and build trust. Even the art 
of selling, traditionally a face-to-face endeavor, depends on producing the right 
written message somewhere along the way.

WHO CARES ABOUT GOOD WRITING?

Among others, the people who run businesses, nonprofits, government agencies, and 
nongovernmental organizations—and do the hiring. Here’s a sampling of opinion.

Communicating clearly and effectively has NEVER been more important than it 
is today. Whether it’s fair or not, life-changing critical judgments about you are 
being made based solely upon your writing ability. Therefore, having excellent 
command of your online digital persona will enable you to quickly surpass those 
who present themselves weakly in the new competitive arena. Since you probably 
won’t get a second chance, what kind of digital first impression will you choose 
to make?

—Victor Urbach, president, Altegent LLC; Publisher, The Urbach Letter

For a long time writing has been devalued in the private sector—it was the 
redheaded stepchild in the communications food chain. But the shift to a 
knowledge based economy meant it was only a matter of time before people 
recognized that writing matters a lot, that strong clear compelling content 
affects the bottom line. Now they do. The realization is dawning at a time 
when even in communication firms, the number of people who can write is 
actually dwindling.

—Dan Gerstein, president/founder of Gotham Ghostwriters,  
and political consultant, analyst and commentator

We’ve made writing a much bigger part of our focus and our screening pro-
cess, because if people can’t learn to write they’re relegated to a lesser role. We 
give a writing test asking candidates to distill down the ideas from a batch of 
documents as if they were writing a quick policy brief with a limited number 
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There’s also a growing sense that poor communication affects us on a daily 
basis. The flow of e-mail, letters, tweets and online posts is how we connect with 
everyone, from coworkers to clients, collaborators and the general public. If any-
one ever totals the time we spend interpreting badly written e-mails and fixing the 
confusion, the figure will stagger us.

Yes, a dizzying array of new communication channels confronts us with new 
ways to market, establish expertise, reach specific audiences, and create commu-
nities. But how to take advantage of so much opportunity without good writing? 
The online highway is so crowded that poorly written materials don’t even get you 
to the gate.

Employers who are painfully aware of the writing deficit generally blame the 
schools. In response, many state systems and school districts are introducing new 
strategies to teach writing. This will eventually reverse the tide, or at least that’s 
the hope—but it will take time.

of words. We assess the clarity of their communication and also how they 
were able to take in, understand and express various ideas.

—Erin Mathews, director of Iraq Programs, National Democratic  
Institute (an international development agency)

When someone is interviewing for a job, representing another organization or 
coming from a consulting firm, I judge them on their writing because it will 
affect me. It’s one of the biggest things—I care less about people’s interpersonal 
skills, I don’t need to be friends with them. But if they can’t write well I’m stuck. 
In my job and others I work with, writing is so much of what you do that if you 
can’t do it well you can’t do your job well.

—Alicia Phillips Mandaville, director of development policy,  
Millennium Challenge Corporation (a U.S. foreign aid agency)

A nonprofit’s messaging is critical to success. You need support from the com-
munity, donors, funders—and the only way you can get that word out is 
through writing: websites, brochures, appeal letters, reports to funders. Writing 
is even more important today because everyone is seeking the same amount of 
money from a more limited pool. Someone who can communicate powerfully 
and effectively will always go straight to the top. When we do executive 
searches we won’t even pass a letter with an error on to the next level.

—Ann Marie Thigpen, director, The Center for  
Nonprofit Leadership at Adelphi University
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SIDELIGHT: PROOF THAT THE WORLD NEEDS BETTER WRITERS

A few recent studies have underscored the need for writing skills and their importance 
to employers.

The Job Outlook 2010 Survey by the National Association of Colleges and 
Employers placed strong communication skills at the top of the list of what employers 
seek in potential employees. While the report notes that GPA remains an important 
gauge of ability, good communication can tip the scales toward one candidate over 
another. The most-wanted skills after communication were analytic, teamwork and 
technical skills, followed by strong work ethic.

In 2009, a research study called The Ill-prepared U.S. Workforce: Exploring the 
Challenges of Employer-provided Workforce Readiness Training reported a “work-
force readiness training gap” in response to what the surveyed employers identified as 
high-need areas. Written Communication and Oral Communication were two of the top 
four needs identified. Most important of all was Creativity/Innovation—“the need to 
demonstrate originality and inventiveness in work; communicate new ideas to others; 
and integrate knowledge across disciplines.” (Those sound like writing jobs to me.)

Towers Watson, a human capital consulting firm, issues yearly reports tying 
good communication to the bottom line. While acknowledging that it’s hard for many 
companies to quantify the connection between communication practice and ROI fig-
ures, they cite numbers. The 2009/2010 report stated,

Effective employee communication is a leading indicator of financial perfor-
mance and a driver of employee engagement. Companies that are highly effec-
tive communicators had 47% higher total returns to shareholders over the last 
five years compared with firms that are the least effective communicators.

So, right now you have an unusual opportunity. Develop your writing skills and 
you will stand out. You are more likely to be hired, better able to build the positive 
image you want and better prepared to prove your value. You will, in fact, be more 
valuable. If you question this premise, think about people you’ve worked with 
who were identified early as rising stars; often good writing is one of the abilities 
that distinguishes them. Consider also all the people hired off the Internet because 
they write good tweets, blogs or comments.

Writing well on the job makes you more efficient because people who get your 
messages understand them. You succeed more often because you’re more likely to 
get the response you want.

Moreover, in an environment of shifting leadership style, better writing 
strengthens your chance to move up the ladder. Traditional top-down manage-
ment is on the wane and collaborative approaches are on the rise. By producing 
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effective everyday messages, you can showcase your competence, capabilities, 
professionalism and resourcefulness.

Producing first-rate business documents provides another way to prove yourself. 
Online media open up opportunities that didn’t exist before—amazing access to 
people you want to reach. You can’t show up in a CEO’s office, but you can send 
a well-thought-out comment or idea through an in-house channel or online medium.

Another incentive to develop your writing: It is an indispensable—if generally 
unheralded—leadership asset. Good communication skills are always named as an 
essential tool of good leaders. But we often ignore the writing component, despite 
the fact that it is one of only two basic ways human beings can communicate and 
think. And, as opposed to oral communication, writing is our memory—the foun-
dation upon which civilization and knowledge have been built. It is no accident 
that many of the best leaders write well.

WHAT’S THE REAL MESSAGE?

Writing often holds subliminal messages that undermine the writer’s intent. It’s 
important to think about what you’re really saying and how it may be interpreted. 
Here are some examples to bring the point home.

Website statement:

Our consulting service empowers you to optimize your talent resource allocation by 
providing an array of value-added, cost-effective, cutting-edge planning tools.

Takeaway: This firm will produce a wordy pretentious report that costs a lot but 
won’t help us.

Grocery chain mission statement:

We are a market-focused, process-centered organization that develops and delivers 
innovative solutions to our customers, consistently outperforms our peers, produces 
predictable earnings for our shareholders, and provides a dynamic and challenging 
environment for our employees.

Takeaway: Yes, but what does the company do?

Medicaid application information for the public:

Apply if you are aged (65 years old or older), blind, or disabled and have low income 
and few resources. Apply if you are terminally ill and want to receive hospice services. 

(Continued)
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Apply if you are aged, blind, or disabled; live in a nursing home; and have low income 
and limited resources. Apply if you are aged, blind, or disabled and need nursing 
home care, but can stay at home with special community care services. Apply if you 
are eligible for Medicare and have low income and limited resources.

Takeaway: We don’t really want you to understand this.

U.S. Post Office wall plaque:

OUR GOALS
We stand for continuous improvement, positive change and making breakthroughs in 
what we do and how we work. Each of us will bring our finest effort to bear on each 
task and endeavor while looking for better, easier, faster and simpler ways to serve our 
customers, and achieve our goals and improve performance.

Takeaway: Given our tendency to repeat ourselves, don’t expect us to identify 
redundancies in how we operate.

A bank message on late payments:

Acceptance by the bank of payments in arrears shall not constitute a waiver of or 
otherwise affect any acceleration payment hereunder or other right or remedy exer-
cisable hereunder. No failure or delay on the part of the bank in exercising, and no 
failure to file or otherwise perfect or enforce the Bank’s security in or with respect 
to any collateral, shall operate as a waiver of any right or remedy hereunder or 
release any of the undersigned, and the obligations of the undersigned may be 
extended or waived . . .

Takeaway: Don’t expect any human considerations to interfere with how we do 
our work.

From the Environmental Protection Agency:

This program promotes efficient water use in homes and businesses throughout the 
country by offering a simple way to make purchasing decisions that conserve water 
without sacrificing quality or product performance.

Takeaway: Clarity doesn’t count enough for us to write well.

Job application cover letter A, opening line:

I hereby respectfully submit my résumé for your kind consideration.

(Continued)
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Takeaway: This person will handle writing assignments in the best 19th-century 
traditions.

Job application cover letter B, opening line:

Writing in response to Ur job post you will like my qualifications.

Takeaway: This candidate will embarrass any employer who hires him.

Best of show:

One take on passage of the Plain Language Act, which appeared in the February 24, 
2011, issue of FEDweek (which describes itself as the most widely circulated free 
information resource in the federal government):

President Obama has signed into law (P.L. 111–274) legislation requiring agencies 
to use plain language in documents directed toward the public and to train employees 
in clear writing—for example, writing that does not utilize abstruse verbiage rather 
than use plain words, nor is redundant by making a point more than once (that is, 
twice or more), nor contains sentences that keep going even when the point at which 
they should have stopped arrived far before the period, with period in this case refer-
ring to a punctuation mark, rather than a measure of time, such as the time it takes 
to read writing full of unnecessary dependent clauses, sometimes known as subordi-
nate clauses, that make it difficult for the reader to recall the subject by the end of the 
predicate, and that would not pass the law’s standards. 

Takeaway: This is

(a) a joke

(b) an excellent demonstration of why better writing should be legislated.

Q&A: IS WRITING LEARNABLE?  
CAN ANYONE LEARN TO WRITE BETTER?

Yes and yes. Many people never develop their writing skills and may even feel an 
aversion to writing. If this applies to you, it just means that the teaching methods you 
encountered in school didn’t work for you. Some people are lucky and at some 
point find a teacher who’s equipped to teach writing rather than reading and literature. 

(Continued)
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GOOD WRITING REDEFINED FOR THE DIGITAL AGE

All this doesn’t mean that traditional writing skills must be revived. While many 
principles of good writing hold steady, and are very helpful to know, the academic, 
literary style most of us are exposed to in school doesn’t work in business.

Here are some of the essentials of good writing for the digital age:

99 Write clearly, simply, conversationally and engagingly, with specific adapta-
tions for each medium.
99 Write strategically, using every piece of writing as a tool for accomplishing 
immediate and long-range goals, both our own and our organizations’.
99 Frame every message and document in terms of “you,” not “I,” and make it 
instantly clear why the reader should care.
99 Plan messages to take better account of our opt-in world by understanding 
how they are perceived, what people want, and how what we write affects 
our readers.
99 Employ good techniques of persuasion and advocacy to state our case and 
represent our interests.
99 Use writing to make all our enterprises more transparent and trusted.
99 Write for an overscheduled, information-loaded, low attention span, impa-
tient and skeptical audience—which is all of them.
99 Write in ways that foster dialogue and interaction.

A few more luck out and find a good mentor while on the job. But most people don’t 
have this experience.

Also, what most of us learned in school reflects an academic style suited to the 
20th century at best. Practical business writing is different, and once you under-
stand your target, and equip yourself with some useful techniques, you can defi-
nitely improve your skills. That doesn’t mean that every single person can become 
a great writer. But it does mean that knowledge and practice will enable you to 
express yourself more clearly and successfully, and you’ll know how to keep 
improving over time.

If you are already a capable writer, this book will help you become an even better 
one. You’ll also learn to more readily recognize good writing, an important skill for 
your work as part of a team or as a leader.

And, of course, good writing will help you succeed if you are currently a student.

(Continued)
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99 Write for a globalized world with many non-native English speakers and 
many who don’t speak English at all and will read translations.
99 Write, consciously, in ways that build and maintain relationships.

The last point deserves more depth. An environment that leads us to interact 
through writing rather than face-to-face is depersonalizing, even dehumanizing. It 
starves us for warmth and authenticity. We need to purposely counter this drift by 
writing more caringly. The curt, abrupt style that texting and instant messaging 
foster does not contribute to relationship building.

Especially with ever-faster delivery speed, we’ve become careless of how our 
messages make other people feel. The fact that we communicate without hearing 
tone of voice, or seeing visual cues, leads us to chilly exchanges where we not 
only lack the in-person advantage, but also miss the cues that a written message 
can contain.

Digital media benefit from personalization in a different way. Even though we’re 
writing for unknown and unseen audiences when we blog or contribute to an online 
conversation, individual voice is an asset. Readers respond to the sense of warmth, 
spontaneity and authenticity that the best bloggers are able to generate.

In sum: If you want to inspire trust, build teams, motivate subordinates, cultivate 
relationships with colleagues or clients, influence people, keep customers, be some-
one other people want to know better or just want to get things done—then use the 
tools of thoughtful writing. Aim not just to be clear, but also warm and empathetic. 
You’ll be repaid hundreds of times over for this investment of energy.

This book will help you with all these needs—they are all a part of better writing.
The goal is to make you a more confident, capable and resourceful writer able 

to approach any writing need methodically. You’ll find, too, that building this 
skill will help you clarify your thinking process—something that always comes 
in handy.

SIDELIGHT: THE PLAIN LANGUAGE MOVEMENT ADVANCES

Two Washington, D.C.–based groups are advocates for clarity in all government 
communications. Both work to promote awareness of clear writing and provide 
training. The government group Plain Language Action and Information Network 
(www.plainlanguage.gov) was founded in the mid-1900s. The private-sector, non-
profit Center for Plain Language (www.centerforplainlanguage.org) was established 

(Continued)
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VIEW FROM THE FIELD:  
GOVERNMENT-SPEAK MEETS 

PLAIN LANGUAGE

We define plain language as something your intended readers can understand and use 
the first time they read it. Given that, I don’t believe there’s any material that cannot 
be put in plain language. In fact, if it’s very technical there’s an even greater respon-
sibility to put it into plain language.

We understand the Plain Language Act is not a silver bullet, but its passage 
has brought the writing problem more to the forefront and hopefully agencies 
will really start to take notice. It’s important that Congress made a statement 
that this is important. It will affect what the government produces that goes out 
to the public, and we believe that if government writes better, it will leak into 
the business world.

We believe that communicating clearly improves an organization’s bottom line 
and helps it give better customer service. A lot of people think that using all those 
big words leads people to respect them more—but studies show this is just not true. 
People who write clearly are thought to be better educated or smarter.

Why don’t people complain more? I think they take it for granted that the govern-
ment puts out stuff they can’t understand and that’s the way the world is. It’s very 
frustrating.

—Annetta Cheek, board chair, Center for Plain Language  
(check out the annual awards program for the best and  

worst writing at www.centerforplainlanguage.org/awards)

in 2003. The movement’s biggest achievement to date is passage of the Plain 
Writing Act signed by the President in October 2010 (P.L. 111–274). The act 
requires government agencies to use plain language in documents directed to the 
public and to train their employees to apply guidelines such as simplicity, brevity, 
plain words and clear organization. How compliance will be enforced is not yet clear. 
The full Plain Writing Act is posted at www.plainlanguage.gov.

The Plain Language movement is also international—check out the Plain 
Language Association International at plainlanguagenetwork.org and www.clarity-
international.net.

(Continued)
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HOW TO USE THIS BOOK

Preferably, work with this book in the sequence presented. The chapters lead you 
through a natural learning progression. After considering the strategic nature of writ-
ing, you’ll develop the practical skills of clear expression. Subsequent chapters cover 
the various major areas of writing with a focus on how to apply the basic process 
you’re mastering, and the differences involved in producing each kind of document.

The premise is that you can build the capacity to handle more complex docu-
ments by starting with everyday messages. When you know how to write an 
e-mail that achieves its goal, you’re a long way toward writing a powerful pro-
posal. The strategies are essentially the same.

Along the way, various features give you a range of ideas and resources. Sidelights 
offer insights that may not always directly relate to writing, but will enrich your per-
spective. View From the Field insets offer practical tips and guidance from a wide 
range of specialists: professional communicators, psychologists, negotiators, busi-
nesspeople, graphic designers and experts on specific kinds of writing.

Think Global features will orient you to the new, growing need to write for 
international and diverse audiences. Going Deeper sidebars will give you more 
detailed guidance on important areas, ranging from graphics to résumé writing. 
We’re All Screenwriters will remind you that you’re often writing to be read 
online, perhaps in miniature format. And Success Tips offer practical, useful ideas 
to help you stand out from the crowd in the workplace.

You’ll find that sometimes one contributor’s insights somewhat contradict 
another’s, or don’t completely align with my viewpoint. Writing is not a science. 
There are many ways to successfully write the same message, and there are many 
different legitimate ideas of what works. Plus, we differ from one another. A tech-
nique that’s successful for one person may not help someone else.

So, read with an open mind and absorb all the ideas and strategies. Adopt those 
that resonate for you. Engage in the Action Time activities within each chapter, 
as well as the more substantial Practice Opportunities at each chapter’s end.

I hope that in addition to assembling your own repertoire of concepts, tech-
niques and tricks-of-the-trade to make you a better writer, you will emerge from 
reading this book with a new energy for writing and more enjoyment of the pro-
cess. And that beyond improving your ability to express yourself more clearly and 
forcefully, you’ll absorb the central idea this book is built on––that writing is a 
strategic tool and that everything you write matters.

Business writing is part craft, part psychology, part negotiation, part manage-
ment strategy, and part detective work. Build your practical skills but also exercise 
your imagination. You’ll find yourself well rewarded.
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PRACTICE OPPORTUNITIES

I. Write a Memo to Yourself

Think about the career path you’re preparing for. What written materials can you 
anticipate being called on to write? List them, including both the everyday kinds 
of communication (perhaps e-mail, tweets, social media posts) and formal busi-
ness documents such as various kinds of reports, proposals, website material and 
so on. For each entry on your list, write down what a well-written message might 
gain you.

II. Start a Personal Reference Resource  
of Strong Writing

This week, collect at least three examples of writing you like from any arena such 
as newspapers, magazines, online articles, blogs, book excerpts. For each one, 
write a paragraph explaining why you chose it. Start a file, organized however 
you like, to keep the examples in. Plan to add at least one example per week on 
an ongoing basis.

III. Group Discussion

In a group of four or five, share one or more of the examples you collected for 
Activity II. Discuss: Does everyone agree on the quality of each example? If not, 
what are the reasons for disagreement? What generalizations can you make as a 
group about the characteristics of good writing? Does this give you any ideas 
about the ways you’d like to improve your own writing, and what you want to 
learn from this book?




